
Social Media Guidelines for Members:

IAFF Local 1212 acknowledges the use of various social media platforms by its
members. It allows members to receive timely information by Local 1212, Mississauga
Fire & Emergency Services and all other news from individuals, news groups and
various organizations in their feeds. As such, IAFF Local 1212 embraces the
appropriate use of social media for its members.

It is important to note that members in other Locals have been persecuted, fired and/or
suspended from duty because of the content of their online interactions and posts.

This guideline establishes Local 1212's social media use ‘guidelines’ which are intended
to mitigate associated risks from the use of this technology where possible.

These are general guidelines and are not complete, or constitute a complete set of
‘rules’. The user has the final responsibility for their actions. This document is
recommended to all members of Local 1212, who post on various platforms.

Members should consider and/or follow the following guidelines when posting on social
media websites:

 Be honest and transparent about your identity.
 Use common sense; do not post inappropriate images, comments, and links. If

you are in doubt, then do not post.
 Anything that is posted on social media is public domain regardless of intended

audience/receiver.
 Do not post images from emergency scenes you attend.
 Social media is/can be an extension of the workplace therefore any derogatory

comment, ridicule, harassment, bullying, gossip etc. towards another co-worker
is/can be considered unacceptable behaviour.

 Do not make any disparaging or false statements or use profane language.
 Do not make any statements or other forms of speech that ridicule, malign,

disparage or otherwise express bias against any race, religion or protected class
of individual.

 Make clear that you are not expressing the opinion of MFES or MFFA Local
1212.

 Stick to your area of expertise and be mindful when providing unique, individual
perspectives on non-confidential activities at MFES.

 Do not share confidential or proprietary information.



Handling Negative Comments

The purpose of many social media sites is to update friends/followers and engage
others. One should expect that some of the feedback received will be negative. Some
effective ways to respond to negative comments include:

 Providing accurate information.
 Respectfully disagree. Refrain from going ‘back and forth’ with another user.
 Acknowledge that it is possible to hold different points of view.

Things To Remember:

 As public servants, employees are under a microscope.
 A bad social media misstep can result in front page news or the loss of your job.
 Conduct or language that would be unacceptable in another forum is similarly

unacceptable on personal media sites. For example, divulging confidential
information, or using derogatory language based on a person’s race, gender or
other protected status that would be unacceptable in person, is similarly
unacceptable on personal social media sites.

 Don’t be misled by the casualness of social media contacts.
 Consider using one networking site for professional contacts and another for

social activities, if allowed by the terms of service. Keep title and work
information off of social media sites.

 Be aware of perceptions created by “friends”.
 Remember that humor (particularly sarcasm and satire) often do not work online.

For every person who gets the joke, there will be 10 people who don’t and are
offended.

 Be aware of geotagging, location metadata indicating the time and location
where photographs were taken. Also, some social media applications track
location. Stay aware and consider possible consequences of this.

 Be aware that personal updates on personal social sites made during working
hours – such as on a mobile device - may convey the perception of
inappropriate behaviour.

Local 1212 encourages its members to use social media responsibly. Please use these
guidelines to assist you in posting good content on your platforms.


